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A computer program aimed at the phase separation between gas and liquid at
zero gravity, induced by vortex motion, is developed. It utilizes an explicit
solution method for a set of equations describing rotating gas-liquid flows.
The vortex motion is established by a tangential fluid injection. A Lax-
Wendroff two-step (McCormack's) numerical scheme is used. This program can be
used to study the fluid dynamical behavior of the rotational two-phase fluids in
a cylindrical tank. It provides a quick/easy sensitivity test on various
parameters and thus provides the guidance for the design and use of actual
physical systems for handling two-phase fluids.








Aa, Aak Added mass coefficients
Ad, Adk Drag coefficients
Bk Body force density
C13,,Cpk, Cdk Generalized coefficients
dI Bubble diameter
d2 Liquid (droplet) diameter
Mk Effective interracial force density
na Exponent used for Wak
nd Exponent used for Wdk
P Pressure
R Tank radius
Re P2VsR/_p, Reynolds number
Rjl, Rj2 Jet opening, Rjl < r < Rj2





Vj Averaged jet velocity+
i VpI Gas radial velocity
Vr2 Liquid radial velocity
Vs Velocity scale
Vel Gas tangential velocity
ill
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V82 Liquid tangential velocity
Vl Gas v,_locity
V2 Liquid velocity
Wak WeiEilting function for added mass coefficients
Wdk _eiEhting function for drag coefficients
_I Gas volume fraction
=2 (I-_i), liquid volume fraction
Y Exponent for diameter variation
8 Circumferential coordinate
U1 Gas dynamic viscosity
_2 • Liquid dynamic viscosity
e t
Uk _k + Pk total effective viscosity
t
uk Turbulence or eddy viscosity
vk _k/Pk , kinematic viscosity
i Pl Gas densi ty
{|
P2 Liquid density
Pk Averaged density of k-phase





L_st of Fi_,res I
Figure I. Two Step Difference Scheme 34
(Backward Predictor-Forward Correcter Version)
Figure 2. Velocity Vector Distributions 35 _-
a) Gas phase, b) Llquld phase
The cnnular region between two dashed circles
is the reslon o£ injection




Mechanical systems have been devised for producing artificial gravlt
fields to spin-up liquids in containers. These involve rotating mechanl :
are cumbersome and, more importantly, have moving parts that ._._wear out.
Here, liquid rotation created by fluid injection is consider:d. "he detail
analysis of the two-phase vortex model can be found elsewhere [I]. In this
report, the details of the computer code are described.
the computer program was developed to study the fluid dynamical behavior of
two-_ha_e fluids in a tank a_ zero gravity. The phase separation between gas
and liquid, induced by vortex motions, is of primary interest. The program
utilizes an explicit solution method for a set of equatior_ describing rotating
gas-liquid flows. The vortex motion is established by a tangential fluid
injection. A Lax-Wendroff two-step (McCormack's) numerlcai _cheme is used in
the computer program. This scheme uses a conservation form of a system of
equations together with an auto time step feature.
The program was developed and tested on an HP-1000 minicomputer. The HP-
1000's FORTRAN 77 is based on the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
77 standard programming language FORTRAN (ANSI X3.9-1978). The HP FCRTRAN 77
has extensions to provide a more structured approacI" to program development and
more flexibility in computing for solentit'ic appllcacions. It fully implements
the Military Standard Definition (MIL-STD-1753) of extensions to the ANSI 77
standard. In order to make the computer code more usefulfor other _omputer
systems, modifications have been made so that the code is closer to the ANSI 77
standard and thus less system dependent. Some limited extensions are still kept
in order to produce the code in the HP-1000. Since the graphic routines are
system dependent and must be mod_'led 4it_ their equivalents at each computing




lines preceded by "*V" are originally adopted to use the vector operation
package supplied by Hewlett Packard. The speed of the code _an be increased by
replac_Ig many "do-loop" operations in the code with high speed vector
operations. Little effort is requlred to incorporate the _ector operation into
the code if the vector operation package is in the system.
Thus witll limited effort, the program can be adapted easily to most systems
accepting the ANSI 77 standard FORTRAN. For example, t_e EMA (Extended Memory
Area) statements may have to be removed from the code fcr some computers. Also
double precislon real numbers (Real * 8) could be replaced by single precision
real numbers.
iI. Model Equations
The vortex induced :_.odelis based on a two-phase, two-fluid continuum [2].
It incorporates several int'eractions between phases; namel'y fluid drag and
virtual mass effects _nd it can be modified to include additional interaction
effects. Detailed analysis of the model has been reported in Ref. I. A brief
su_%mary of the system of equations is given below.
The equations for the conservation of mass and momentum for the two fluid
two-phase model in an one-dimensional, axisymmetric case
(i.e. _z _8 " O) are:







_r_kVrk _r_kVrk2 2 _p+
_t _r - _kVeK - -_kCpk r @r
2 _ra_Trr _
+ _K _ Ck_ ( _r _0eg, + _P_ Br_r)
_=i
+ _k Cdk r (Vrl - Vr2)
_r_kV0k _r_kVrkV0k 2 _r_Tre _
+ + " _k _ Ck_ ( ' _r + + ")
_t _r _kVrkVOk _=i =_rS_ m_p_ BO_
+ _k Cdk r (Vsl - V02)
for k - i and 2 and with
O
Cpl " (Ctl_2P2 + Aa)/<p'->
)/<p2>
Cp2 " (_I_2Pl a
CII - (_2P2 + Aa)/<p2>
C12 - C21 - Aa/<p2>
C22 - (c_ipI Aa)/<p2>
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Cd2 = alPl_d/<p2> _
and
<p2> . mI_2PlP2 + Aa (elpI + _2P2 )
The effective stresses are modeled as
e _Vrk/_ rTrr k - 2pk
e Ir)IBr
_rek = TBrk = _k r B(V9k
_Sek : 2 Pk Vrk/r
with
e t
Uk _ Uk + Uk
and the interfacial forces are modeled in the form of
d (7z _ 71).M1 " Ad(72 - 711 + Aa _ '
M. is the force density acting on the phase i by the phase 2. Aa and Ad are the
added mass and drag coefficients, respectively.
The _._compressibility condition is reduced to SlVrl + a_Vzrd- " Qr/r' where
Qr is the net radial outflow.
In the program Qr " 0 is assumed, since the mixture pumped out is injected
immediately back into the tank at the nearby location. The net volume or mass
in the system is effectively unchanged e^cept for the net change on the angular




on the mixture at the nozzle location. The net momentum gain is thus the
momentum introduced into the system minus the local momentum pumped out.
Therefore, we will model this pumping dynamlc by body forces without considering
the mass transfer. That is, the body force density akPkBkr will be replaced by
°kPkV j
the net momentum gain, 2-'--_(V.n - 7) at the nozzle location, where Vj is theJ
injection speed.
III. Numerical Method
The complete solution of the complicated system of equations can only be
obtained through numerical methods. An improved Lax-Wendroff, two-step scheme,
(also referred to as MacCormack's method) [3, 4] is adopted for solving this
time-dependent problem. This non-centere_ differencing scheme, us:ng a full
step backward prediction and forward correction version, requires no explicit
artificial viscosity if a proper stability condition is satisfied. Using this
technique for solving fluid flow problems is very efficient and has been in
widespread and successful use for some time. It is good both for the time-
accerate computation of steady and unsteady flow problems. The general features
of the scheme are: i) its explicitly conservative form, ii) it is a two-step
preaictor-correction type, ili) it is three point, two level - that is, the
n
solution of [i-n+lat level n+l depends only on three values of fi at level n, and
iv) it is second-order accurate in time and in space.
For using the MacCormack's numerical technique, the system of equations can
be expressed in the conservative form as:
Wt = Fr + Pr + gGr + S
Here the subscripts (t and r) denote partial differentiation with respect to t
and r, respectively, and W, F, Pr' gGr and S are column matrices with five
5
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elements. All the components of F, Pr' _Gr ariaS can be regar_e: as functions
of the components of W which are the independent variables. _"Jr.efundamental
theory of the MacCorm_ck's scheme is briefly given below.
For second order accuracy, the solution could be _r!tten as
2
Wi - W0 + At wtO (at)2Wit 0
. Wo At wtO At o o6_
i _Wo + At Wt°) 1- g . • g (w°* at w_p)
= ! (wp + wc)2
where
Wp - W° + At Wt° is the predicted value,
and
Wc - W° WtP is the corrected v_lue.
The superscripts denote the time-level of the information and subscripts denote
the partial oerivative with respect to either time t or space r. Specifically,
superscripts 0 and I are the initial and the completely advanced time (here two
steps) plane; p and c are the predicted (ist ._tep) and corrected (2nd step) time
plane. Thus, Wt° is the time derivative of W evalua_.ed at the initial time, and
w
wtP is time derivative of W evaluated at the predicted time.
FiE. ; shows the diagram of the two step difference scheme used in the
computer program. Due to the difference scheme, the spatial location after each
step in time is a half grid off from the original one. Thus, the spatial offset
1987011706-015
which resulted from a backward predicting step will cancel with those of the
forward correcting step.




p i (wiOI + wiO ) + At Wt°Wi.ll2 - -
1 (wiO1 + wiO ) At (giO + gi°l )" _ - + -{ [(Fi° - Fi°l)- + 2 (Gi° " Oi°l )3
+ 2At (S_ + Si°I)- + At PP-I/2
and the corrected value is evaluated at the predicted time place, that is at
W P Thus
i+i/2"
c = wiO + At wtPWi
P + P )
p Ip (gl+i/2 gi-i/2 p G p. WlO AtAr[ (Fi+ /2 - Fi- /2 ) + 2 (GI+I/2 - i-I/2) ]
A
At p p( + SiSi+i/2 112 ) At Pie
Here "Pill/2 and Apie are the pressure correction terms at half and full time
steps respectively. Thus, for each time step, the advance is carried out in two
I
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steps: a full step backward predictor, and then a forward corrector. As
indicated in the diagram, the subscript i is the regular mesh spatial location
at which solution is to be advanced, i + I is the spatial location of regular
m
mesh points immediately to the right and left of the location i, i l i12 is the
location midway between i and i + i or between i - I and i at the predictor
plane. Thus, for _aeh time step as the procedure adv&nced, the outermost data
points at the boundary are not updated through the n,..erical scheme, rhe values
at the boundary are to be given through some suitable boundary conditions. The
numerical procedure utilizes a uniformly preselected apatial mesh and variable
time increment. To avoid a singularity at the center of the core region, a
finite radius Ri is used for the inner boundary. The tank radius R is the outer
boundary. The time step is determined at each time step to ensure numerical
stability [5]. For a finite grid size At, the maximum" time step At is given by
atk . Z/f:lCdkI + iVrkl/ r  __2• e
Ar2 (alUlCkl + =292 Ck2)]
where k = I and 2. The minimum Atk (with some rounding off) is used for the
time step. Normally, the technique with the time step condition gives fairly
good numerical stability. However, in critical conditions numerical damping can
be added either for damping oscillations due to large gradients or for
accelerating the calo_.ation by increasing the time step. A damping factor, D
thus was added in the progr__m as






wil is the value obtained based on the two-step scheme, and
where is the
value after the damping factor D is added. A typical value of D - 0.2 can be
used for debugging the program. If no damping factor is desired, D = 0 should
be used.
The computer program was written in a Fortran T7 based computer code. The
code will permit evaluation of the effects of various parameters which control
the fluid dynamical behavior. These include tank size, flu td properties, such
as density and viscosity, etc., characteristic gas bubble and liquid drops
sizes, and relative location of injection nozzles.
A sample input and its output are shown on Exhibits A and B, respectively.
The initial conditions for the 8as and liquid volume fractions a_e taken to be
25_ ga_ and 75_ liquid. These fractions are unlfornLlj distributed over the
circular cross-sectlon of the cylindrical tanK. Initially both fluids are at
rest. Other parameters can be found ia the sample input in Exhibit A. The
resulting velocity distributions and gas volume fraction as function of time for
the sample run are given in Figs. (2) and (3) respectively. The velocity
distributions are displayed along equa_ly spaced rays at different times to
enable clear observation. These velocity vector fields indicate all flows are
primarily in angular rotation with gas phase tending to move inward and liquid
phase trying to move outward, as expected. As the result of these radial
movements, the volume fraction distribution is also changed with time. And as
expected, the gas volume fraction is increasing at the inner region and
decreasing at the outer region as shown in Figure 3. More detailed results have
- been reported in Ref. I.
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IV. Program Detalls
The complete computer code Is llsted in Appendix A. The code consists of a
maln program, GLVM and several subroutines. It is written in subroutine form
such that each subroutine performs an individual task. Each loglcai part Is
clearly Isolated and It can be easily modified to reflect different modellngs
for the Interfaclal forces. The interactive input mode wlth self-lnstruction is
used for easy parameter insertion. Many Instructlve internal documentations are
Ircluded In the program. In the following, each subroutine is listed with a
brief description of Its major function.
I) GLVM, the Maln Program.
_To initialize data and start the program: Loslcal unlt to save data (LUS),
(Logical Unlt is I for terminal, and 6 for printer), job identification
notes (NOTES), data flle name for savln8 data (NA_), initial time (TO),
final time (TMAX), time interval for data output (DTPRT), etc.
tTo control the callln8 sequences to the other subroutines.
•To check the tlme step.
•To save, print (and plot) the output data.
•To obtain the predicted and corrected values In the two step, numerical
scheme.
"To impose boundary condition.
•To update the data, time, and step number for the new tlme step.
OTo provide a shutdoun procedure either In normal (e.g., t > tma x) or
abnormal (e.g., &t Is too small) conditions.
2) INIT, Initialization.




Default values are provided for most of the parameters. The default values
are listed at each interactive input step. If the default value is acceptable,
a comma "," is inputted.
Some of the relevant symbols used are listed below:
ALMT Limit values of _i' ALMT(1) < _i < ALMT(2).
DAMP Numerical damping factor. Normally set to O.
DENID2 Density ratio, pl/P2
DO Base diameter, i.e., dk - dokSk Y
DS Density scale - P2
EVF ut/u effective eddy viscosity factor.
GAMMA Diameter exponent Y
IVTX Type of simple initial flow: 0 = at rest, 1 = simple rotation, 2 -
• Hammel-Oseen Vortex, 3 = G]I. Taylor Vortex. This is needed only when
there is no data file (NAMR) given for an initial condition.
IW Boundary cond! ton at wall (for tangential component). 0 - free-slip
(no-skln friction), 1 = non-slip. Also, when IW - i, a factor of (l-
r)0"! was included on IVTX flow to simulate an initial power law
boundary layer.
MM Size of data arrays, _I > NG. MM appears in many subroutines.
..O Uk, dynamic viscosity for phase k.
MtEF (i + EVF) * MU. Effective viscosity.
MUID2 _I/U2, Viscosity ratio.
NA, ND na,nb, Exponents for weighting function for dra8 and added mass




NAHR Data file name for initial condition, if any. !
NG Number o£ grid points used. ]
OMEGA u, initial rotation speed, VB = _r, when IVTX > O.
PS Pressure scale, OS u VS2
QJ,VJ Injection flow rate and speed.
RE Rey_:olds number, P2VsR/U2
RJ1,RJ2 Jet openins, RJ1 < r < RJ2
RPEAK Location of the peak speed of the initial vortex, if IVTX > 1
RTANK Tank radius = Length scale LS.
VPEAK Peak speed o£ the initial vortex, If IVTX > I.
TJI,TJ2 l_Jectlon _ime, TJl < t < TJ2.
TS Time scale = LS/VS
VS Velocity scale.
The format of thP data flle f.mrthe tnltlal condition _i."any) is a six
column and NO row data file, where NO is the number of grid points. The column
sequence is K, _I(K), Vrl(K), Vr2(K), VSI(K), V82(K), where K is the grid point
number, and the rest of the terms are the gas volume fraction, radial gas
velocity, radial liquid velocity, tangential gas velocity and tangential liquid
velocity respectively. The data format is free.
3) DELA, &A
To determine the fraction of grid size in which t.he i._Jeetlon is made.
0 < &A < i. This is used to define the location of Jet, .'he region of
injection could cover several full or fractions of @rid sizes.
I_) DERIV1, Derivative
To 8st the first derivative of a data array usln8 a center difference scheme
except the two end points in which three points near the boundary are used.
12
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5) DGCOEF, Generalized Coefficients
To calculate the added mass, drag and all the generalized coefficients (Aa,
f
Ad and Cij). This is the heart of the modeling.
The effective coefficients _'e modeled as:
Aa = AalWal + Aa2Wa2
Ad - AdlWdl + Ad2Wd2
Aal - ala2P2/(Sl + 2_2/(i + 3_I))
Aa2 - _i_2PlI(_2 + 2_I/(i + 3u2))
Adl - 18 _2ui/d12u2
Ad2 - 18 gl_2/((1 - a2/O.8_2d2 2)
. + a2 na)Wal a2na/(al na
Wa2 - 1 - Wal
Wdl - _2nd/(_l nd+ _2nd)
Wd2 - 1 - Wdl
6) DWPDE, Partial Differential Equations.
i
To evaluate the values of the increments on the column matrix W from the
partial differential equations. This is the major part of the McCormack's
scheme. In each compl_te time step this routine will have to be called twice.
7) FNDgT, ht
To determine the suitable tlme-step size.
8) FSOFW, Column matrices F and S.
To determine the convective matrix F and the source matrix S.
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9) JET, Injection. i
To determine the momentum source due to the Jet IrkJectlon.
i0) SIZES
To determine the gas bubble and liquid droplet sizes. In the model %he
sizes were modeled to be functions only of the volume fraction, i.e.
Y
dk - dok ak •
Different models for size dlstributiorq could be easily adopted here.
11) TAUOFW
To determine the stress tensor T and its derivative.
12) UOFW
To convert the eol_..n matrix W into the physical independent variatles,
SUCh as (I, Vr, Ve.
v. S,,m, ar),
A computer Pros_am aimed at the phase separation between gas and liquid at
zero _avity, induced by vortex motion, is developed. The vortex motion is
created by fluid injections. The computer pro&Tam uses a FORTRAN TT based =ode
and DIP-tO00 minicomputer. I_. is flexlble and acoept_ various input p_rameters
for different flow oondltlons. Other interaction effects can also be added or
modified easily. This propel can be u6_ed to study the fluid dynamical behavior
]
of the rotationa I two-phase fluids in a oy!indr'Ical tanK. It provides a
qulcR/easy sensitivity test on various parameters and thus _'ovldes the guidance
for the desist and use of actual physi_al systems for .handllni(two-phase fluids
1987011706-023
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0006 C T:4ZS PROGN_ UAS DEVELOPED TO STUDY THE FLUID DYNAMICAL BEHAVIOR
0007 C OF A NOTATIONAL TWO-PHASE FLUIDS(GAS/LI_JID) ZN A CYLINDRICAL TANK.
0008 C THE VORTEX MOTIONS ARE ESTABLISHED BY TANGENTIAL FLUID ZN_ECTION.
0009 C THE PROGRAfl WAS DEVELOPED ORIGINALLY BY T.T. YEH OF NB$
0010 C IT WAS BASED ON HP'S FORTRAN 77(ANSI 77+HZL-STD-1753)
0011 C
0012 C WHEN MHO WHAT
0013 C 4502XX TTY Z| Q-G FUEL TRANSFER, START-UP STAGE.
0014 C LA_ WIENDNOFF 2-STEP SCHEHE (FULL STEP PREDICTION+CORRECTION)
0015 C MZTH N_qERZCAL DAHPING FACTOR(NORHALLY SET TO ZERO)
0016 C CONS£[UATION FORq, VARIABLE(AUTO) TIHE STEP
0017 C REALES
0018 C INTERFACIAL FORCES: DRAG,ADDED NASS
0019 C PUHP CONDITION: NONENTUN SOURCE BUT NO HASS SOURCE
0020 C 850715 TTY GENERALIZED EQUATIONS AND COEFF. C;j
0_21 C 851018 TTY IN ANSI 77 STANDARD( WITH A _ITTLE EXCEPTION FOR
002_ C TESTING IN HP-IO00)
U023 C
0_24 C mlmlm IdTERNAL SUBROUTINEs mmomm
0025 C DELA, DERIV1, DGCOEF_ DWPDE,FNDDT_FSOFM,
O02b C INZT, 3ET,-gZZES_ TAuOFW and UOF_
002.7 C .tm HOST OF .'HE LIST OF NOTATIONS ARE GIVEN IN SUBROUTINE,.1NIT
0028 C





0034 X ,DM1, T_TNAX,TPRT_UJT, VD_(2)
0035 Y ,RJI,R$2,T_I,T$2,QJ_V3
0036 1 IALHT,U_VpALPjP,R_ W,MP,WN,DM_ROP,RH_ F,S
0037 4 _DR_BRH_ RHO_HUEF,VIB,NA,ND
0038 5 ,DO_GAHHA, DAmP,DR
0039 6 _TRR,TRA,TAA_RTRR_RTRA, C,CPA,CD
0040
0041 COHHON
0042 Y /3ETS/ RJ1_R32,T_:,T32_Q3,U_
0043 Z /CONTP/ IW_LUP_LUS,NG_NGH1,DAHP_DR
0044 % /ALPLNT/ ALHT(2)
0045 2 /COEFF/ C(HH,2,2),CPA(HH_2),C_(HP,_)
0046 3 /DATA/ U(_q,2),V(H_2)_ALP(HN,2),P(KH),_(HH)
0047 4 /DRAG1/ RHO(4))HUEF(2)_VI8(2)_NA_ND
0048 6 /FANDD/ F(HH_5)_S(HN_5)
0049 7 /SOURCE/ BR(Nfl)_INH(H_)
0050 8 /TAU/ TRR(NN,2)_TRA(HH_2),TAA(_H,2)_RTRR(HN_2)_RTRA(HN,2)




0055 C lilo_ RHO(1) (RHO(2) (*.e. PNASE-IuGAS_ _HASE-IuLIQUID) neeDeD






0059 LUP=I I LU FOR PRINTING DEBUG DATA(=1 TERMINAL)




0064 WRZTE(1_7) 'E_ter lu for saving data. D.F.s',LUS
0065 READ(I_t) LUS
0066
0067 C KEET JOB TIRE FOR FUTURE REFFERENCE
0068 C CALL EXEC(11_JTIME_XTIME(1))
0069
0070 IF(LUS .NE. 1 .AND. LUS .NE. 6) _HEN
0071 C .dt.t.t. Oe_ine a tile name fop sitting outpu_ .lt.mt._t.t_tltt






0078 WRITE(1_'(A)') " En?lr NOTES((73 CHAR.) for the _ob'
0079 _EAD(I_'(A)') NOTES
0080 WRITE(LUS,'(3HI _A)') NOTES
0081 C WRZTE(LUS,'(sza)') 3rZME
0082
0083 C To se_-up _he initial condi?lon.
_084 CALL INIT
0085 'NGM2=NG-2
0086 VDR(I)=2._MUEF(1)/DR**2 i For dstlrRlning tire step
0087 UDR(2)=2.tHUEF(2)/DRN*2
0088
0089 T-O. ! INITIAL TIME
dO90 TMAXmS.
0091 DTPRT=0.2
0092 WRITE(1,8) 'Enter INITIAL and FINAL TIMEs. D.F.='_T,TMAX
0093 READ(I_*) T_TMAX
0094 WRITE(1,S) 'Enter TIME STEP for Output, D.F.''_DTPRT
0095 READ(I_t) DTPRT
0096
0097 DTHINBI.OD-6 * SET MINIMUM TIME STEP
0090 DTMAXmDTPRT
_U99
0100 NT-O ! TLMe Step number
0101 TPRT_,T
0102 NPRT=O
0103 PZEROaO.DO ! Pressure at ¢entir core
0104 DT=DTMIN
0105
0106 10 NT=NT È(7 CALL UOFW(M,R_qG)
0108
0109 C PRINT OUT AT SELECTED TIME
0110 IF(T .GE. TPRT .OR. T .GT. TM_X) THEN
0111 IF(NT .GT. 1) THEN
0112 NPRT_NPRT_I
0113 TPRTaTPRT+DTPRTe(I.+DN_NT((T-TPRT)/DTPRT))













0125 IF( T .GT. THAX) GOTO 9999
012b
0127 C TO SOLVE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONs
0128 C USING 2 STEP LAX-WENDROFF SCHEME
0129 C MacCorMack's M_hod.. BACKWARD PREDICTOR, FORWARD CORRECT
0130 C CENTER DIFFERENCED JN TAU
0131 i
0132 C FIRS_ TO CET THE SPECIAL VARIABLES AND THEIR SPACIAL DERIVATIVEs
0133
0134 C_LL DGCOEF(ALP,NG) J DRAG AND GENERIZED COFFF.




0139 IF( T .LT. TJ1 .OR. T .GT. TJ2) VJT-O. ! NO INJETCTION
0140 CALL JET(BA,RHO_BR,V_VJT_NO) = MOMENTUM SOURCE
0141 CALL FSOFW(WtBA_R,NG) I CONVECTIVE -F AND SOURCE-S
0142 t
0143 C DETERMINE THE TIME-STEP SIZE
0144 IF( NT .GT. 1) THEN
0145 CALL FN_DT(DT DR_VDR,NG)
0146, DT-DT+5.*DTMIk/IO.**NT f INITIAL INPLUSE TREAMENT
014_ IF(DT .GE. DTMZN) THEN
0148 IaDLOGIO(DT/DTM'N) i ROUND OFF TIME STEP
0149 DDTmDTMINuIO.**I
0150 DT=DINT(DT/DDT+O.OOI)*DDT
015_ IF( DT .GT. DTMAX) DT=DTMAX
0152 ELSE
0153 WRITE(LUP,'(5X_A_IPEt3.3)')





0159 C BACKWARD PREDICTOR
0180
0181 CALL DWPDE(DW_RDPI DR_DT_RH_NGMI) ' INCREAMENT
0162
0163 DO 40 J=I,NGMI
01_4 DO 40 I=1_5 .
0165 40 WP(J,I)=O.5*(W(3+I,I)+W(J,I)) _I)J BASE+INCREAM
0166








0175 C FORWARD CORRECTION
6176 CALL DWPDE(DW,P(2)_ DR,DT_R(2),NGM2)
0177 P(1)'PZERO




0180 DO 50 I-1,5
0181 50 WN(J .25m(WPi$+I,I) I))+.Sm(W(J*I,Z)+DW(J,I))
0182 P(NG_=P(NG;ll)
0183
0184 C 2ND STEP (PREDICTION+CORRECTION) COMPLETED
0185
0186 IF( NT .EQ. 1) GOTO 10
0187 C EstIMa_1on oq xnxTxal P ¢amplvTed, return to _he xnxt2al cond_xon
0188 C and start to advance the program xn T1_e.
0189
0191 C DATA W A1 THE NEW TIME STEP COMPLETED
0192
0173 C IMPOSED 8.C tb.4
0194 DWI=.Se(WN(Z,I)+M(2,1))-O.
0195 ALP(I,1).(.Sm(W(1,5)+W(2,5))-DWIeDT/DR)/RH(1)
0196 IF(ALP(1,I) .LT. _d.MT(l)) AL.P(I,I)_.MT(I)





0202 IF(ALP(NG,1) .LT. ALMT(1)) ALP(NG_I)-ALMr(I)
0203 IF(ALP(NG,I) ,GT. ALMT(2)) ALP(NC,I)aALMT(2)
0204 _N(NGIS)'ALP(NG_|)eR(NG)
02C5




0210 WN(1,3)-UN(2,3)iWN(1,5)/WN(_,5)_R(1)/R(2) ' _MEGA-CON.
0211 WN(I,4)-WN(2_4)_(R(1)-_N(I_5))/(R(2)-WN(2,5))*R(1)/_(2)









0_21 C ARTIFICIAL rAMPING
0222 DO 60 Z-l,5
0223 W(I,I)'(1.-DAMP)*WN(I,I)+DAMP*WN(2,I)
0224 W(NG,I)=(1,-DAMP)tWN(NG_I)*DAMPiWN(NGM1,I)
0225 DO 60 J-2,NGMI
0_26 60 W(_,I)m(I.-DAMP)mWNt3,I) (WN(J-I,I)+WN($+I_I)-WN(J,I))
0227
0228 C SOLUTION FOR THIS TIME STEP COMPLETED
0_29
0230
0231 90 TuT+DT _ UPDATE TIME AND CONTINUE TO THE NEXT STEP
0232 GOTO I0
0233







0239 C CALL EXEC(11_$TIH(,]TZHE(|))






0246 SEF, k /DATA/,/_MN/_/SOURCE/
0247 SUBROUTIN( INI1 ,(860425.1537)
0248
0249 C TO SET-*UP TH( INITIAL CONDITIONS
02_0 INTEGER I, IOS, ITLOG • IUTX • $, K, NN
0251 Z , ZTI I'H[, TV, LUP, LLIS, NG, NGM1
0_2 PARAiqETER (Iqllqm101)
0253 CHARACTER NdM_Rmt_
0254 REALe8 ACNT, M,WP,WN,DW,RDP,RH
0255 1 ,U_V,ALP,P,R, F,S
02_ 4 ,Ri_,HUEF,VIO,N_4,ND, DO:Gdb'ilqA








0265 _ /ALPL_T/ ALRT(2)
0266 Y /3ETS/ RJI,R32,T$1,T32,Q3.U3
0267 Z /CONTP/ I_,LUP,LUS,NG_NGN1,D_IP,Dk
0268 3 /DATA/ U(NN,2),V(I'_q,2),ALP(MIq,2),P(RM),I(RR)
0269 4 /DP_I/ RNO(4),RUEF(2),VI8(2),NA,ND
0270 5 /DSIZE/ DO(2),G,U4I_(2)
0271 7 ./SOURCE/ RR(_),BRH(NM)





0277 C memele NOTES: PHASE-|IGAS, PHMSE-21LTQUID eeweme
0278 C RHO DENSITY, RHO(1) (RHO(2)
0279 C ALHT LIHIT VALUES FOR ALPI, ALR(t)(ALP1(ALN(2)
0280 C DAMP NUMERICAL DRAPING FACTOR, NORRALLY -0.
0281 C DS,LS,VS,TS DENSlTY,LENGTH,_'ELOCITY AND TIME SCALES
0282 C RE REYNOLDS 9-VseRTANI(_R_iO(2)/_U(2)
0283 C RTANK TANK RADIUS
0284 C IVTX TYPE OF INITIAL FLOW.
0295 C (OmRos_,t_PuPe P_a_xon,2-H.O.3-GIT Vortex)
028& C RPEAK,VPEAK VORTEX PARAflETERS
0287 C O_EGA PURE ROTATION. VmOIMEGAep
02¢8 C EVF,HUEF EFFECTIV( VISCOSITY,RtJEFm(I*EUF)I@tU
0289 C DO,G_HHA O%A. PNIIA_ETERS: D-DOeA4.Pe_GA_NA
0290 C R3_R32,T31, TO DEFINE _ET SIZE, PUMPING TIHE,











0300 C DEFINE THk_ PARAI4ETERS FOR THE PROBLEM.
0301
0302 RTANKIT.DO a COULD liE: SET TO 1 (14)
0303 RH0(2)81 . 00094"3 o " (KG/Hea3)
0304 MUI2)sl .514D-3 o " (KG/H-S)
0305
0306 C IdRITE(I,0) "ENTER RTANK(M) OR DEFAULT ",RTMNK
0307 C RERb(1 , '_) RT_K
0300
030_ C The valves oY RTANK;RHO(2)_4nd MU(2) ¢¢uld 411 bo jet To !, since
0310 C The ]enQTh and donslTy scales _ro b4sed on RTASfRnand NHO(2) 4nd The
0311 C valve of The viSCOSity MU(2) Con bR Conbtned Into 4nd spg¢)4rxed bf _ho
0312 C Reynolds nu_d_er RE. Thvu 411 char4cte_-;sTx¢ scalmJ(LSnVS,TS,4-4 DS)
0313 C are ¢ixed a_'TeP RE _s 91vem.
0314
0315 RE"1 . OD5 I LSeoo2/(NUoTS)'mLSiI'VS/NU
0316 _RZ'I'E(In8) "lmver" qeyneldl ne.,R(. D.F..,',ftE
0317 :READ(Ins) PE
0318 LC_- _.TANK I LENGTH SCALE El,I)
0319 DSmRH('I(2) I DENSZTY SCALE (KC/Moaw3)
0320 V_mREa_J(2)/RHO(2)/LS o V(L3CITY SC_.E(Iq/S)
0321 TSsL$/_S ' TZlqE SC_L((S)
0322 PS8DSooVSioet'2 ' PRESSURE SCALE
0323
0324
0325 C _d_TER THIS POINT ALL VA4t|ASLES ARE Ddd[SED ON Y14( CI4AilA. SCALES
0326 C 1.e. ALL _tRZADLirS ME PII_NSZONLESS
132"1
0329
0329 DENID2,,1._P3DO/I.OOOD3 , Di/D2
0330 MUI D2,,! . 71D-5/1 ._14D -T , mJ I/IqU2
0331
0332 tHO(2)oRHO(2)/DS
0333 PH:(2) -MU (2) / ( DSnLSoUS ) ' -l/RE
0334 RHO( ! ) -DENt D2oR,_40 (2)
0335 m J( : )-MU! D2oJqU (2)
0336
0337 ALJ'IT(l)-O.00i_19 n NZN. Olr ALP'
0338 Adl.lqT(2),,O.999'4_ ., MAX. OF tM.Pt
0339 POEt )81 .D-2/LS ' GAS DIAd_TER 4T ALPI,,I
0340 _O(_.)-I.D-2/LS ' LIOU][D PZPlal[TEt at ALP2=I
0341 GA/qO_ ( 1 )02. D-I o
0342 6A_P'Ig'IA( 2 ) -2. D-!
0343 E_F(2)°I • D3 , TUND. *PH_tS(-J)ISP_NSXON EFFECTS
0344 EUlr(1 ),tDENID2/HUID2mEVF(2) ! fqlOl_L
0345 9MP"O.O o NUI_RICAL Ddt_IPZNG Fd4CTOR(o._ e.2)
0346 I_h_,4. ! Id(ZCIHTZICG EXP. FOIl AI)M
034"7 NDm4. o kI[X_I4TZN_ EXP. FOR DRA4;
1348




0353 IdRITE( I ,il) "(nTor liltS[ P,_AI_TI[RS: DOI ,DO2"
0354 IdilZTE(inO) "D.F.8",IIO
1355 IIEAD(| ,.) DO
0356
C357 URTT((I,8} "Enter SIZE I[XPON[NT: G_I_I,GAdHliqA2"





0361 WRITE(|,8) "Enter welghTin 9 exponent: NA,ND. D.F.s',NA,ND
03_. N[AD(1,_) NA,ND
0363








0372 WRITE(I,7) "Enter wall condzTlen,lunonsllp,OmslLp. D.F.'_IM
0373 READ(I,e) ]w
1374
0375 WRITE(1.8) "Enter nupxPrlc41 danp;nq factor. D.F.n'_DRHP
0376 READ(lie) DAMP
0377
0378 DO 10 K-1,2
0379 VI8(K)ul8.tMU(K)
0380 10 I_JEF(K)-RU(K)o(t. ))_ EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY FOR STRESS
0381
0382 - RHO(3)uRHO(1 )aRJ,_(2)
0383 RI.qO(4)-RHO( 1 )-RHO(2)
0384
0385 tMZlduO.! * MIMIMUH FLOW RADIUS ZN THE TANK




0391 C |nlVlal ¢loann_nq-ep.
¢391 DO I_ _sI,MM




0396 C _OMENTUM SOURCE, 3ET CONDITIONS
0397 RJIo8.5D.-!
0398 RJ2-9._D-!




14|3 WRITE(I,8) "(n_er ;ET SIZE deC/ned by RJ1,R$2. D.F.-'_R_1,RJ2
0404 READ(I,e) R$1,R$2
0405 W_ITE(I,8) "EnTer" INfECT:ON SP(ED RND TZHE RANGE, VJ,T1,T2'
$4N6 kINITE(1,8) "_.F.n',V$,T_I,T_2
0407 READ(I,o) VJ=T_I,T_2
0408 QJu(R$2-R31)eV$ * 3ET VOLUME FLOM RATE
0409
0410 DO 20 3uI,NG
0_11 R($)-RM_N R
0412 RH(_)uR(_)_O._aON
0413 DR(_)uDELA((R(J)),DR,R$1,R_2)/(2.ePZ) u _ET DISTRIBUTION
_414 20 8RH(3)mD(LA((NH(_)),DN,R31_N_2)/(2.eP_) | PEN RAD_AN
0415
0416













0428 IF( NAMR ,HE, "_" ,AND. NAMR .NE. "Simple vortex') THEN
0429 C INITIAL CONDITION FROM A GIVEN FILE NAMR.
0430 OPEN(99,FILE_NAMR,I_ST_IOS,STATUS='OLD',ERR=299)
0431 90 25 J=I_NG ! INITIAL VALUES FROM FILE I_MR




0436 C TO DEFINF INITIAL CONDITION.
0437 ALPIO=2._D-I _ INITIAL GAS VOL. FRACTION
0438 WR;TE_1_8) "Enter lnl,ial alue o¢ alpt. D.F.='.ALPIO
0439 READ(Ip*) ALPJ_
0440
0441 WRITE(1_7) "Enter Type o_ vor_ex: O-A_ resTp1=pure rotation"
0442 MRITE(IpT) "2=H.O._3nGIT. D.F.m'_IUTX
0443 READ(1,*) IVTX
0444 IF(IUTX .GT. O) THEN
0445 IF(IUTX .G_. 1) THEN
0446 WRITE(I_S) 'Enter PEAk _L and LOCATION _or classic vortex"
_447 WRITE(1_8) "D,F.=',VPEAK,,PEAK
0448 READ(1,_) VPEAK_RPEAK
0449 IF(RPEAK _LE. 0.) RPEAK=I. I SINGULAR AT ZER_
0453 ELSE






0,15_ DO 30 Y't,NG
045S ALP(J_I)=ALPIO
0_59 VT=OMEGAsR'3) _ PURE ROTATION
04_0 IF(ZUTX .GT. O) THEN
0461 RJBmR(_)/RPE_K
0462 IF( IVTX .EQ. 1) THEN ! H.O. VORTEX
0463 UT=VT+I.378*VPEAK/R3B_(I.-DEXP(-1.25643_RJB*_2))




0468 DO 30 K=1,2
0469 IF(IW .EO. O) THEN
0470 V(3_K)'VT I NO WALL
0471 ELSE
04?2 V(_,K)_VT*(I.-R(_))_*0.1 ! BOUNDARY LAYER
0473 ENDIF


















0487 C PRINTOUT PARR4qI[TERS
0480 WRITE(LUSpS) "INZTIRL CONDITZON FILE:',N#HR
0489 WIIZTE(LUS,5) "eIDIH_IBXO_ UNZTS ARE ZN HI(See"
0490 WR%YE(LUS,9) "DI[NSZTY _ICALE(kq/M3)',DS
0491 HNZTE_LUS,9) "LENGTH SCALEmNTRNKt(M)',LS
0492 HRITE(LUSp) "VELOCZTY SCAL[(M/S)',VS
0493 I411ZTE(LLqI_9) "TZIq£ SACLE(s)',TS
0494 WNITE(LUO,9) "PNEIIIIUIIE SCALE(Po)',PS
049ej IdlIITE(LUSle)
0496 WRZTE(LUS,9) "Reynolds nvMber', Ne',RE
0497 WRZTE(LIJS,9) "Jet SiZe, RJ1,R_2",N31,N_2
0498 MRZTE(LUSp9) "Tangqm_i41 jet, Q_,VJ',QJ,V3





0504 IdIQZTE(LUS,9) "Eddy vilIclsz_y fTcvor',EVF
0505 WRZTE(LUSt9) "|4se dta.',DO
0506 dNZTE(LUSj9) "Szze /xp.',GA_
0507 klN ZTE(LUS,9) "Ph4se IIMz_s',ALHT(1),1.-ALHT(2)
0508 IdlIZTE(LUS,o)
0509 WRITE(LUS,m)
0510 WRZTE(LUS,'(" OTHER CONSTANS: %M,|VTX,NR,ND,DN4P,VPEAK,RPEAK',
0511 1 ",OIqEC',DI/D2,EIUI/HU2")')













052_ REAL_I FUNCTZON D(LA(R,DII_R_l_NJ2),(060423.1537)
0_26 C TO OETERHIN( TI4( (FFECTXV( NOZZLE SZZE RT EACH GNZD LOCRT1
0527 C THE |ZZE IS IN _ FIRCTZON OF" CRZD SZZE DR (1.l. I(DELA(1)
0520





q534 ZF(NI .GE. _J2 .ON. N_ L[. R_I) RETURN
0535 ZF(R1 .L _. tJI) ileN_i














0548 DO 10 3=2tN2-1
0549 10 DY(3)-C*(Y(J_t)-Y(3-1))
0550 *U CALL DWSUB(Y(3),I_Y,IIDY(2),]_N2-2)
0551





















0573 REALm8 C_CPA,CD_ RHO_NUEF_UIS_NA_ND
0574 X ,AA,AAI,AA2_AD_ADl_AD2,AlsA2_A12,DA12,DB2, D1_D2_WT1_WT2,X
0575 COMMON
0576 1 /COEFF/ C(MM_2,2)+CPA(NW_2)tCD(MM_2)
0577 4 /DRAGI/ RHO(4)_NUEF(2)_V18(2)_NA_ND
0578





0584 C TO GEv DRAG COEFF. AD
0585 CALL SIZES(D1,D2_AI)
0586
0587 ADnU18(2)u_/(A2*D1*D1) ! -ADI IF A2).78
0588
0589 IF( A2 .LT. .79) THEN
0590 AD2.Vle(I)*A2/((1.-A2/,8)*D2)**2



































062_ SUBRQUT%NE DMPDE(DM,RDP, D;,DT,RR,NZ),(B60425.1537)
0625 C




0630 ._" u_ DM(_H_)_RDP(H_), DR,DT,RR(IM4)
OF3: E_A D_RDP_RR
0632
0633 C NOTES: COEFF. C -Co_LP MHEN TH_S IS CALLED






0640 1 /COEFF/ C(_H,2,2),CP_(_,2),CD(_,2)
0641 3 /D_T_/ U(HH_2)_(_2)_LP(_H,2)_P(_),R(_)
0642 4 /DR_G1/ RHO(4),_UEF(2).V|8(2)_NA,ND
0643 b /F_NDS/ F(_H,5),S(_,5)











0655 DO 20 3=1.N2
0656 3P1"_+1
0657 DM(3,5)'DTDRu(-F(_PI,5) ,5))+HDYe(S(3P1,5)5))









0665 25 PW(3,KP2)=DTDRm(-F(3P1,KP2)+F(3, KP2)
0666 1 +GI*(RTRA(JPI,1)-RTRA(3,1))
0667 2 +G2*(RTRA(JP1,2)-RTRA(J_2)))
0668 3 +HDT*(S(_P1,KP2)+S(Jt KP2)?
0669
























0694 REAL*8 C_CPA_CD, RHO_MUEF,U18,NA,ND




0699 2 /COEFF/ C(HM,2,2),CPA(NH_2),CD(HM,2)
0700 3 /DATA/ U(NM,2),U(MN_2),ALP(MN_2)_P(HH),R(MH)
0701 4 /DRAGI/ RHO(4),MUEF(2),U18(2)_NA_ND




0706 DO 10 S-I,NG
070? DUM2u-CD($,I_ a 1/S_
0708 1 +DABE(U(_,I))/DR ! CONUECTIUE
0709 2 _UDR(1_*_LP(3,1)eC(3,1,1) ' UDR:2*HUEF/DR**2
0710 3 +VDR(2)*ALP(Y_2)_C(3_]_2) o CROSS VZSICOSZTY




0715 IF(DUMI .LT. DUM2) DUMI-DUN2
0716 I0 CONTINUE
0717
0718 C FIND THE MAXIMUN OF _
z7
1987011706-036
0719 *U CALL OWMAX(I,DWpt_NG) o VECTOR OPERATION
0720 mU DUMIsDABS(DW(Z,%))















0736 REAL*8 UpU,ALP,P,R_ F_S, RHO,MUEF,UlB,NA,ND







0744 1 /COEFF/ C(MM_2,2)_CPA(MM_2)_CD(MM,2)
0745 3 /DATA/ U(MM,2),U(HM_2),ALP(HM_2;,P(MM),R(HM)
0746 4 /DRAG1/ RHO(4);MUEF(2),UIS(2)_NA_ND
0747 6 /FANDS/ F(MM_5)_S(MM_5)
0748 8 /TAU/ TRR(MM_2)_TRA(MM,2)_TAA(MM_2)_RTRR(NM_2),RTRA(MM_2)
0749
0750 *U CALL DWMPY(W,I_U_I;F,I,2*MM)
0751 *U CALL DWMPY(W(I,3),I,U,I,F(I,3)_I_2_MM)
0752 *U CALL DWMOU(W_I,F(I_5)_I_MH)
0753
0754 DO 20 _1_N2
0755 F(J_5)=W(J;I) i'0756 S(J_5)=O.0757
0758 RDU=RR(_)*(U(J_I)-U(_2))
0759 RDU=RR(J)_(V(_I)-V(_2))
























0783 DO 10 3-1,_;_
0784 IF(BR(J) .GT. 0.) THEN
0785 Q-8R(J)mU$ 0 Flow raT@/radlan












0798 C TO DETERHZNE THE PARTICLE DZAHETERS
0799 C g
0800 REALm8 DI_D2,ALPI_ DO,GAHMA





















0823 3 /DATA/ U(RH_2),V(NN,2),ALP(H_,2)_P(HN),K(HH)
0824 8 /TAU/ TRR(HH_2)_TRA(H_,2),TAA(HH_2)_RTRR(H_2),RTRA(N_2)
0825
0826 90 50 K-I,2
0827 CALL DERZU1(U(1,K),TRR(1,K)_DR,N2) ' dU/dR
0828 _U CALL DMHPY(ALP(I,K)_I,TRR(1,K),1_T_R(1,K),I_N2) _ eALP
0829 IU CALL DMS_Y(2._HU(K)_TRR(1,_)_I_TRR(I,K),I,N2) i n2_U'TRR
0830 mP CALL DMD_V(V(I,K)_I_RR_I,rAA(I_K),I_N2) ° V/R
_831 DO 10 _-I,N2
0832 10 TAA(_K)e_(_K)/IR(])
0833 CALL DERIUI(TAA(I_K),TRA(1,K),DR,_2) i d()/dR
0834
0835 THU-2._HU(_)









0844 IV CALL DMNPY(RR,1_TRA(1,K),IpTRA(1,K)_I,N_) I mR
0842 _V CALL DWMPY(ALP(I,K),I,TRA(1,K),I,TRA(1,K),1,N2) o IALP.
0846 mU CALL DWSMY(HU(K)_TRA(1_K)tI,TRA(I,K)_1_N2) ' mHU_TRA
0847
0848 IV CALL DWDIV(Uf1,K),|,RR,1,TAA(I_K),|,N2) j U/R
0849 mV CALL DWMPY(ALP(|,K),1_TAA(I,K)_1,TAA(I,K)_I;N2) P tALP
08_0 mV CALL DWSMYI2.mHU(K),TAA(1,K),I_TAA(I,K),I,N2) I m2mHUnTAA
0851
0852 IU CALL DWHPY(RR_1_TRR(1,K),I,RTRR(ItK)tI,N2) J RITRR












086_ EHA W ,RR
0866
0867 REALi8 ALHT, U,V,ALP,P,R
0868 X ,WJ6
0869 COHHO_
0870 X /ALPLRT/ ALMT(2)
0871 3 /DATA/ U(_N,2),V(NN,2),ALP(HH,2)_P(HH),R(HH)
0872
0873 IV CALL DWDZV(W(I,5),I,RR_I_ALP_I,N2)
0874
0875 C CHECK VOLUME FRACTION & FLOW D£RECT_ONS
0876 DO 50 ]-I,N2
0877 ALP(J,I)-W(_ ._)/RR(_)
0878 £F(ALP(3_I_ .LE. ALMT(I) .OR. ALP(J,|) .CE. _LMT(2)) THEN





























0906 *V CALL DWDIV(Wj_(I_5)jI_U_I,N2)
0907 *V CALL DWDIV(W(I_3)_I,W(I,J),I_V,I,N2)
0908 *V CALL DWHPY(ALP(I_2),I,RR_I,W(I_6),I,N2)
0909 *U CALL DWDIV(g(I,2)./,W(I,6),I,U(1,2),I,N2)













Enter [,_L ic, r --:.avin_l ,data. D.#-. = E,
90
Enter _-ILE MAPLE_or saving Jata.
TS153 : •LB
Enter HOTES(<73 CHAR.) For the job
SP.MPLERUN OF TEST ;52.
enter Reynolds no. ,RE. D.F. = 1,0000E+05
i
Enter DENSITY an_ VISCOSITY rat:os,
O.F.= 1.2930E-03 1.1295E-02
Enter BASE D!_,METERS: DOI,D02
D,F.= 1,0000E-02 1.0000E-02
Enter SIZE EXPONENT: GAMMA!,GAmMa2
D. F. = 2,0000E-01 2.0000E-01
Enter weighting exponent: NA.ND. D.F.: q.OI)O;JE+O0 4,UOOOE+,)O
I $
Enter (,AS VOLUME FRACTION limtts:ALMT_.:qL,_T2.
D.F.-- 1.0000E-Oa 9.9999E-,J1
t $
Enter eddy vlszcoBtty f'actor. D.F,: ;.'.4q'#.,E*u2 ;.O000E+03
1000,1000
Enter _alI condJ, t_on,,;=nonsl_p,O:s!Jp, D.F.
Enter nLuT,erlcai damping factor. D.F.= O.O000E+O0
Enter JET _*?=.+:_ de{zned by RJl ,R J2 . D.F . : 8 .5000E-01 ,4_.$O00E-O;
$ I
Enter INJECTION SPEED AND TIME RANGE, VJ,TI,T2
D.F.: 1,0000E+0i O.O000E+O0 1,OO00E+01
1,0,1
Enter data FII.E _+AME_or inzttal cond . t: any:
D.F.: Simple vortex
I
Enter intt_al vaiue of alpl. D.F.- ,.".5000E-LII
I
' EnteP typ_ of vortex: O:At rest,l:p-re rotat£on
2:H.O.,3:GIT. D.F.: 0
Enter 'INITIAL and FINAL TIMEs. D.F.- O.O000E+O0 5.OOUOE+O0
O..01
Enter TIME qTEP for o_tp_t. D.F.: 2.0000E-0!
.01
I NP: I T--O.OOOE+O0 NT-- 2 DT-I.0OOE-06
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0001 I SAMPLE RUN OF TEST 153
0002 IHITIAL CONDITZON FILE:
0003 *-DIMENSION UNIFS QR_C IN M_tS*-
0004 DENSITY SCQLE(kg/m3) !.0000E+03
0005 LENGTH SCQLE=RTQNK, (m) 1.0000E+O0
000G VELOCITY SCaLE(m/s) !,5140E-01
0007 TIME SACLE(s) 6.GO50E ;00
0008 r'RESSURE SC.qLE(Pa) .-._9_2E+OI
0009
0010 Reynolds number, Re 1.0000E*05
0011 Jet s_ze, RJI,RJ2 8.5000E-0! 9.5000E-01
0012 Tangentlal jet. QJ,VJ 1,0(!OOE-OI I,O000E+O0
0013 In&ection tlme,TJ1 ,TJ2 O.O000E+O0 !.(IO00E+O0
00i4
0015 PMASE I "" "- PHAS_ -,_
0016 Density 1.2930E-03 I. OOUOE+O0
0017 V Iscos ity I.1295E--07 I.0000E-05
0018 Eddy vlscoslty factor I•0000E+03 I.O000E+03
0019 Base d_a. I .O000E-02 ! .O000E- 02
O02G Size exp. 2.0000E-01 ' 2.0000E-OI
0021 Phase Iimlts !.O000E-OZ_ 7.OO1ZIE-05
"'i"%00.-.
00_
002zi OTHER CON.CTANS: !W,IVTX,NA,ND,DAMP,VPEAK.RPEqK,OMEGA,DI/D2,MU!/_IU
0025 I 0 4. 4. 0.00
002G O.O000E+OU I.O000E-01 0.0000E+00 1.2930E-03 1.1295E-02
0027
0028 :0_ .!0
0029 I NP- I T=O.O00E+O0 NT- 2 F)T--I.0OOE-OG
0030 J RLPI UI U2 V_ V2 P
0031 1 .2500 O.O00E+O0 O•O00E+O0 O•O00E+O0 0.000E+00 O.000E+O0
0032 2 •2500 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O,O00E+O0
......... OUTPUT IN THE BETWEEN OI4TTTED
0230 97 2500 -8 G85E-10 2 895E-I0 3.513E-04• . . :,.474E-04 3.969E-05
. ")IC"0231 98 ,2500 -1.775E-I0 5.918E-'I _.2G8E-Oa _.250E-04 3.97,..,-05
0232 99 .2500 -2.7_5E-11 9.284E-_2 a.319E-05 4.25GE-05 3.973£-05
0233 I00 2500 -5 225E-12 I _ "_ .• . .,q,,E-12 1.553E-,'15 1.531E-05 ._.973E-05
0234 101 .2500 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E+O0 O.O00E'.-O0 O.O00E+O0 3.973E-n_..
-....... THE ,REST OF THE OUTPUT iS OMITTED
33
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